
Steps that need to be taken in DESIGNER PRO in order to get a 
working two-node system: 
 
• Hardware Architecture 

o FlexRay Network 

Create a FlexRay network, default settings are ok. 

o ECU 

Create two ECUs (Electronic Control Unit). Specify the following 
for every ECU: 
MCU Type: NODE<RENESAS> 
CC Type: Renesas : M32C e-ray Beta FPGA CC 

• Protocol Configuration 

o FlexRay Configuration Wizard 

Insert FlexRay cluster parameters into the fields above so that 
no constraints are violated. 

Below you can set node configuration for every node. A very 
important parameter is pKeySlotId. It needs to be set to a slot 
in which the node SENDS. In a two node network this needs to 
be set correctly for both nodes or the FlexRay bus will never 
start up. Enter this value after you assigned slots to the nodes. 

• Communication Planning 

o Frame-Signal Editor 

Create Frames and specify their size. 
We do not need Signals as we'll access the frames directly. 

o Frame Scheduler 

Create Frame Triggerings. A Frame Triggering assigns a frame 
to a sending and receiving communication controller (CC) and 
specifies its timing. 

• ECU Software 

o Periodic Application Tasks 

Create Tasks that will later run on one of the two nodes. The 
name of the task corresponds to a function name in the node's 
C code. Set the period and the offset of the task. 

o Subsystem to ECU/MCU 

Assign each Task (=Subsystem) to an ECU and MCU (Micro 
Controller Unit). Note that we only have one MCU per ECU. 



• ECU Configuration 

o ECU Driver Configuration 

Before you continue make sure that pKeySlotId (see above) is 
set correctly for every ECU. 

The following steps need to be performed for every ECU which 
can be selected at the top left corner of the dialog: 

 Start automatic buffer assignment by pressing "Generate" on 
the "COMMSTACK" > "Auto BA" tab. 

 Press "Edit MCU" on the "OSCONFIG" > "Edit" tab. set "OS 
Type" to DECOMSYS_AES , "Sync Type" to HARD and "Max 
Decrease" to 50. This ensures that the operating system is 
synchronized to the FlexRay bus. 

 Press "Code Output Path..." (at the bottom of the dialog) and 
a destination directory for the generated files. 

 Press "Generate All..." and "Generate Code". 

 

• Patching the output 

When data must be sent in a scheduled FlexRay slot even if it is not 
updated by the sending task, the driver uses the continuous send 
mode. By default, the COMMSTACK driver is configured to use single-
shot mode, where data is sent only once after every update of the 
buffer in the FlexRay controller. Unfortunately, there is no way to 
configure this behavior in DESIGNER PRO. Thus, if the continuous 
mode is needed, one has to patch the generated COMMSTACK 
configuration file (e.g.  dcsCstFr_MCU_1_Cfg.c) of the sender, by 
replacing every occurrence of "TDDLL_EVENT" with "TDDLL_STATE". 

 

 


